
The Basics of 

Umpiring
SA Hockey Association

 



Introduction

 What does a hockey umpire do? 

 How do I get started?

 Who can help me? 

 What hockey terminology do I need to know?

 What are the basics I need to understand?

 



My questions

 How do I blow the whistle?

 Where should I stand or move to?

 What signals should I use?

 How do I start a game and restart it?

 Actions a player may not do?

 What is danger?

 How is a goal scored?

 What are the penalties? 

 



Responsibilities of the Umpire

 The Umpire must make the game fair for both teams

 The Umpire must be consistent with decisions made

 The Umpire must protect the players from danger

 



Hockey Terminology

 Centre pass

 Playing the ball

 Hit

 Push

 Flick

 Scoop

 Drag flick

 Playing distance

 Shot at goal

 Penalty corner

 Penalty stroke



Whistle Blowing

 Blow to allow all players on the pitch to hear

 Play a tune

 Blow for a penalty

 Blow to start and end each half of the game

 Blow to signal a goal and to restart after the goal has been scored

 Blow to stop and restart the game for any reason

 



Signals

 Free hit

 Time started and 

stopped

 Sideline hit in

 Back line hit in

 Goal scored

 5m distance

 Obstruction

 Ball not stopped at 

penalty corner

 Kicks

 Danger ball

 Bully

 Penalty Corner

 Penalty Stroke

 10m penalty







Starting and restarting a 

game

 Get the captains to toss for choice of ends

 Ensure both teams are in their own half

 The ball is hit or pushed from the centre of 
the centre line at least 1m in any direction

 The ball must be played by a second person 
before the first may play it again

 Restart after the ball goes over the sideline 
with a hit or push  in to the opposition

 If the ball goes out over the backline either 
14.63m hit in to defenders or corner hit to 
attackers

 



Positions

 To start

 In colleagues half

 In your half

 In your circle

 In midfield

 At colleagues penalty corner

 At penalty strokes

 



Umpire Positioning
This diagram shows the guideline areas of the pitch that

each umpire is responsible for.

The dotted line indicates the rough path the umpire will

follow. This path may change, however umpires should stay

in front of the play and have a clear view of the game. 



What a player may not do

 Kick the ball

 Use their hand to stop 
the ball (unless 
protection)

 Any action that causes 
danger

 Throw their stick

 Play the ball which is 
above the shoulder

(unless defending a shot at 
goal)

 Push or shove 
opponents

 Hook hit or hold an 
opponents stick

 Play the ball with 
the back of the 
stick

 Lift the stick over 
an opponent

 Shield the ball with 
body or stick



Danger

 A player may not raise the ball at another player

 Hit or propel the ball in a dangerous manner

 Charge, run in to, strike or personally handle an 

opponent

 Use their stick in an intimidating manner

 



How is a Goal scored

 The ball must be in the circle

 The whole ball must cross the line

 The ball must be touched or played by an attacker

 Awarded at a Penalty Stroke (rarely)

 



Penalties

Free hit

 For attackers within the opponents 23m area but not in 

the circle

 For defenders inside their 23m area if the offence is 

unintentional

 For either team between the 23m areas

 



Free hit 

Procedures

 Taken close to where the offence 
occured

 Opposition must be 5m away from the 
ball

 If within 5m of the circle to the 
attackers all players 5m away

 If in circle to defenders, anywhere in 
circle or in line up to 14.63m from 
backline

 



Free hit 

Procedures cont

 The ball should be stationary

 Must be hit or pushed

 Must move at least one metre

 Not be dangerous

 The striker may not play the ball again or come within 

playing distance until it is touched by another player

 



Penalties

Penalty Corner

 For an intentional offence by the defenders inside their 

23m area and in the circle unless a goal could have 

been scored (PS)

 A defender intentionally playing the ball over the back 

line

 When the ball is lodged in (or against) the goalkeepers 

equipment in their own circle

 



Penalty Corner 

Procedures

 Ball placed on backline (10m mark –
the closest mark to the circle edge)

 Player taking push, drag or hit in must 
have one foot outside the backline

 No other players within 5m of the ball

 Up to five defenders behind the 
backline

 All other defenders at the halfway

 Attackers outside the circle

 



Penalty Corner

Procedures cont

 The ball must come outside the circle 
before a shot at goal (or come to rest 
outside)

 The first hit must be no higher than 
the height of the backboard when it 
crosses the goal line.

 The danger rule applies

 If the ball travels more than 5m 
outside the circle the penalty corner 
rules no longer apply

 



When is the Penalty Corner 

Over

 When a goal is scored
 When an attacker commits an offence
 When the ball travels more than 5m 

out of the circle
 When the ball travels out of the circle 

a second time
 When the ball is played over the 

backline and another PC is not 
awarded

 When a defender commits an offence 
but another PC is not awarded

 When a Penalty stroke is awarded

 



Penalties

Penalty stroke

 For an intentional offence by a defender in the circle 

which prevents a goal being scored ,or an attacker 

being deprived of actual or likely possession of the ball

 For an unintentional offence by a defender that 

prevents a goal being scored

 For persistent breaking by the defence at a Penalty 

Corner

 



Penalty Stroke 

Procedures

 Time is stopped

 The attacker must stand behind and within playing 
distance of the ball

 They must wait for the whistle

 They may only play the ball once and must not feint

 The ball can only be pushed ,flicked or scooped to 
any height (there is no danger at this penalty) A 
dragging action is not permitted

 Apart from the goalkeeper who defends the stroke 
and the attacker taking the stroke, all other players 
must be outside the 23m line

 The goalkeeper must wear protective headgear and 
have both feet on the goal line and not move their 
feet or move off the goal line until the ball is played

 



When is a Penalty Stroke 

completed

 When a goal is scored or awarded

 When the ball comes to rest inside the circle

 When the ball lodges in the GK equipment

 When the ball is caught by the GK

 When the ball goes outside the circle

 



Penalties

Others

 10m progression of free hit

 Use of captain

 Use of coloured cards

 



Goalkeepers

Privileges

 May kick the ball inside their own circle (but 
not dangerously)

 May use their bodies and hands to stop, but 
not propel the ball

 May stop or deflect the ball with their stick 
when the ball is above their shoulder

 May deflect the ball over or around the cross 
bar with their stick, or off any part of their 
body

 Goalkeepers may not take part in the game 
outside their own half unless TAKING a 
penalty stroke

 


